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Abstract— One key element to make Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) successful is so called multi-tenancy, which refers to an architecture model where one software instance serves a set of multiple clients of different organizations (tenants). Hence, it reduces the number of application instances and, in that way, operational costs in a Cloud. The problem SaaS providers are faced within everyday’s business is how to define a billing model that has the chance to make profit in a public Cloud. Being profitable with SaaS, the art is to bill tenants in such a way that covers the costs for resources for the underlying PaaS/IaaS provider. This paper discusses some challenges with metering the consumption of tenants as a prerequisite for defining a profitable billing model.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Since many years a paradigm shift how software is delivered to customers occurs. It changed from installing developed software applications at the customer in-house and operating it on-premise, to a more consumer-based model. Software became an on-demand service drawn from the Internet, i.e., Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) [1]. SaaS is a delivery model that enables customers to rent services without local installation and license costs.

In this context, multi-tenancy is a key element to achieve a successful SaaS business, though not being the guarantor for more revenue. Multi-tenancy means multiple tenants from different organizations share a system operated by one company. The respective application is used by several tenants of a SaaS provider [2]. Thereby, each tenant serves plenty of users who actually use the software. A multi-tenant architecture postulates that the application is able to partition its data and procedures virtually. Each tenant gets a virtual instance, which can be customized according to his wishes, running on the same physical instance, while not being influenced or even aware of the other tenants working concurrently.

In single-tenant systems, each tenant obtains its own instance running the application (or database), which reduces management efforts regarding the mapping of the resources to each tenant. However, looking at the overall efficiency, one can observe some drawbacks, as in a lot of cases many server instances will be low utilized at most time points [3]. This system utilization can be improved by operating a multi-tenant service, where fewer instances are used to serve tenants in a shared environment. Moreover, operational costs can be saved when the SaaS provider deploys an application on the PaaS or IaaS layer of a Cloud provider. A SaaS provider pays for the resources his SaaS application uses. That means being charged by CPU time, number of transactions, database space etc. The more payable resources are shared, the less costs an application produces. One important aspect is to design the architecture in a way that uses the resources efficiently [4].

In this paper, we focus on another economical problem of SaaS providers, which has been paid less attention in the research area. On the one hand, we have cost models defined by IaaS/PaaS providers, a SaaS provider has to pay for when running applications. But a SaaS provider has also to define a billing model to charge his tenants for application usage. Both models have to be balanced in a way that SaaS providers obtain a suitable return of investment and are able to make profit while having an attractive billing model for tenants. The investment covers both, the Cloud operational costs and costs for application development or SaaS-enabling of existing applications.

We are approaching this aspect from a technical view. A lot of billing methods have been discussed in the literature such as pay-as-you-go, pay-per-user, pay-per-feature, or a fixed monthly fee [5]. All have in common that a SaaS provider has to keep an overview over total costs and tenant-specific costs in order to offer a profitable billing model. Section II stresses this point and motivates the need for tenant-specific metering of resource consumption.

We present challenges for SaaS providers to balance outgoing costs for the underlying PaaS/IaaS provider and ingoing revenue from the tenants. We choose Windows Azure for this investigation because of its PaaS offering that ships with a complete development and deployment environment. There are no problems with product licensing, as this is part of the platform and the cost model, which makes the cost calculation easier – see Section III.

Section IV gives some insight into cost reasoning for multi-tenancy within Azure. Section V discusses what technical concepts of Azure can be used to monitor tenant-specific resource consumption. A prerequisite, how tenants can be identified, is explained in Section VI. Section VII provides an overview of related work in the multi-tenancy area before Section VIII concludes and names future work.

II. PROBLEM SPACE

It is commonly agreed that a well-economical SaaS provider has to support multi-tenancy, i.e., giving tenants a tailored, best-fitting application satisfying their specific
requirements by customization, while sharing as much resources as possible to achieve higher capacity utilization. Thereby, SaaS provider have to reflect upon easy implementation (as in single-tenant systems, where every tenant holds its own application) and costs (which is more adjusted in multi-tenant systems serving all tenants by one instance). That is in accord with economy of scale sharing both the underpinning infrastructure as well as the hereon running software. This point can also be seen in [6] and [7], where several architectures are distinguished regarding what is shared by tenants: the topmost web frontend, middle tier application servers, and underlying database. Nevertheless, when supporting all tenants by one instance in a multi-tenant system, the question is how to charge each tenant, while targeting at profit. Defining a billing model is easy but how to monitor whether it is reasonable?

Several billing models have been proposed. Most of them are post-paid models. Thereby the tenant receives a bill and pays for usage periodically [8]. To invoice the consumption costs, usage of each tenant is observed and aggregated [9]. The safest method from a SaaS provider’s perspective is to charge tenants the same pay-as-you-go way as PaaS/IaaS providers do for their resources, i.e., OPEX are directly forwarded to tenants, plus an additional charge. Such a model is very technical and not cost-transparent for tenants. From a SaaS provider’s view, this situation is complicated when several tenants are served by one instance. Therefore, it is important to estimate or even compute the resource costs (e.g., for consumed storage, or CPU), in particular how many resources one tenant uses. This implies the monitoring of each tenant and logging the way they use the application. More precisely, it requires observing the resource usage of the applications for each tenant, and raising an invoice based on usage metrics.

Alternatively, billing models can be based upon factors that are better understandable by tenants, like usage time. The problems for SaaS providers remain the same, and the Cloud cost model must be transformed to a billing model.

A SaaS provider can also charge its tenants by a fixed rate, e.g., per month. However, it is difficult to predict the costs a tenant’s usage will produce. Moreover, exhaustive usage by one tenant could reduce the SaaS providers’ revenue, even to minus. On these grounds, a precise cost control of each tenant can be used to throttle frequent users to reduce this risk – if SLAs are defined accordingly.

In a pay-per-user billing model, users must be registered and the number is then known. However, there is again a risk of undercharging over-utilizing tenants.

Billing may also be conducted in a pre-paid method. Pre-paid clients load a deposit onto their accounts previous to any consumption. During the usage, this credit is debited and in case of reaching a limit, the tenant has to get any detailed data about the cash accounting. Thus, a SaaS provider could get any detailed data about the cash accounting. This strong need for a tenant-specific accurate cost model, which is required for:

- a consumption-based model that charges back tenants for their consumed resources;
- a tenant-specific profit-making check, which illustrates, whether the chosen business model for one/all customer(s) is appropriate to make profit;
- a timely reaction in order to throttle frequent and too expensive tenants; Throttling just at the end of a month will be too late to compensate losses.

This paper deals with these challenges of estimating costs on a per-tenant basis. In particular, costs have to be conducted in an efficient manner that only means a minimal amount of extra burden, to avoid latency and costs.

### III. Microsoft Azure and Its Cost Factors

Since we base our investigation on a concrete PaaS platform, Microsoft Azure, we here briefly present basic concepts and the cost model of the Azure Cloud platform according to the status quo when writing this paper [12].

Compute instances (VMs including equipment), called Web and Worker Roles, are charged for the number of hours they are deployed. As seen in Table I, there are several instance categories: A small instance (default) costs $0.12 per hour; the more powerful medium, large, and extra large instances have twice the price as the preceding category, i.e., an extra large instance is charged for $0.96 per hour (i.e., factor 8 compared to a small instance). The instance categories scale in a linear manner with regard to equipment. That is, a medium instance (M)
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<thead>
<tr>
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</table>
has double of CPU, disk etc. than a small instance (S) resulting in a double price. The exception is an extra small instance (XS) category. The prices are taken on an hourly basis. Even if a compute instance is used for only 5 seconds, a full hour has to be paid.

For Azure table, blob and queue storages, costs depend on bandwidth, storage consumption and transactions.

Storage is billed based upon the average usage during a billing period. If, e.g., 10 GB of storage are used for the first half of a month and none for the second half, 5 GB of storage are billed for average usage. Azure measures the consumption at least once a day. Each GB of storage is charged with $0.07. Please note that storage consumption takes into account the physical storage, which consists not only of raw data; the length of property names, and the property data types also affect the size of actual data [13].

Any access to storage by transactions has to be paid: 100,000 transactions cost $0.01. Bulk operations, which bundle inserts, count as one transaction.

The outbound transfer to the North America and Europe regions is charged with $0.12 per outgoing GB, the Asia Pacific Region is more expensive. It is important to note that the transferred data has some typical XML overhead according to the protocol. Data transfer is for free within the same affinity group, e.g., for compute instances that run in the same data center. All inbound data transfers to the Azure Cloud are also at no charge.

The costs for an Azure SQL Database, a virtualized SQL Server, are also based on monthly consumption. Up to 100 MBs are charged with $4.995 a month. Up to 1 GB, the overall price is $9.99. Any GB exceeding 1 GB costs $3.996. Having reached 10 GB, the prices again decrease to $1.996 per additional GB, and beyond 50 GB, a GB costs only $0.999. This means, a 10 GB is charged with $45.954: $9.99 for the first GB, and 9 * $3.996 for the remaining 9 GB. Azure instance is charged monthly for the number of databases and amount of data used a day. Further charged services exist, e.g., for authentication by Azure Access Control, but they are out of scope here.

These cost factors are important for SaaS providers to determine the price for a deployed application in a rented PaaS/IaaS environment. Knowing the precise costs for the SaaS application is the core element when a SaaS provider forms a billing model for its tenants. Only in this case, the SaaS provider can create an economical billing method of accounting with high profit.

IV. REASONING FOR MULTI-TENANCY

Multi-tenancy is often presented as a solution to make profit or to deploy SaaS applications economically. The statement is more or less generally accepted. Anyway, we want to provide some calculations to show the effect of multi-tenancy in case of Microsoft Azure.

At first, we consider storing data in an Azure SQL Database. The costs are primarily based on storage consumption. But there is no cost difference between storage in one or in several databases, no matter whether placed on one database server. Hence, there seems to be no cost-benefit for sharing one database or server between several tenants. Hence, a question is arising: Are several databases (one per tenant) really more expensive than keeping all tenants’ data in one large database?

First, pricing in Azure occurs in increments of 1 GB. Thus, four 1.1 GB databases are charged with 4*92 = 8 GB, i.e., 8 * $9.99 = $79.92 a month, while a single database of 4.4 GB is charged with 5 GB. Next, the storage price decreases with the size. Assume there are 4 tenants with databases à 3.1 GB, 4.3 GB, 38.3 GB, and 87.2 GB respectively. The monthly storage costs for having for each tenant a database of its own are:

- 4.3 GB: 1*$9.99 (1st GB) + 4*$3.996 = $25.974
- 38.3 GB: $45.954 (1st 10 GB) + 19*$1.996 = $83.878
- 87.2 GB: $125.874 (1st 50 GB) + 38*$0.999 = $163.836

This is in total $295.666. In contrast, a single database for all the 132.9 GB costs $125.874 (1st 50 GB) + 83*$0.999 = $208.791.

This means a 26% cost reduction of $87. However, that rough comparison does not take into account that record sizes increase slightly for the one-in-all database due to the tenantID for distinguishing tenants. Keep also in mind that there is a limitation of 150 GB per database, which hinders putting a higher amount of tenants with larger storage consumption in one database!

The constellation is similar for table storages, albeit, the cost decrease is much lower. Here, 1 GB costs 7ct. Any additional GB exceeding 1 TB is charged with 6.5ct. Beyond 50 TB, the price is 6ct. Storing 10 TB in ten 1-GB tables ($700) makes a difference to one 10-GB table ($655). This plays a role only for larger data volumes.

For compute instances, 12 ct per hour are charged for a small instance, i.e., $1,051.20 per year. Saving instances by sharing services is, therefore, reasonable. There is a real cost difference when the provider could serve ten tenants with one instance ($1,051.20) instead of giving each tenant an instance of its own (10 * $1,051.20).

We are faced with an additional hard decision in determining whether to rent a higher amount of less capable computing instances or to take rather fewer high performing instances. From the cost’s view point at a first glance, it makes no difference whether a SaaS provider rents four small (S) instances or one large (L) instance; the SaaS provider has to pay the same price for the same capacity. However, if additional instances are required, due to heavy load by tenants or serving an increasing number of new tenants, a SaaS provider has to add extra instances. In this process, however, the type of instance (XS, S etc.) is already determined at deployment of the application. If applications are designed for L instances, the SaaS provider has to start a further L instance, even though a cheaper S instance would have been sufficient to serve the additional tenants’ users. That will result in a less profitable service provisioning and in less revenue. Generally, constant system utilization is improbable and high variations in service usage often occur [14].
Moreover, the same questions as above remain about when to measure the numbers for database consumption; we again do not have any information at which time point Azure’s measurement takes place.

B. Azure Table Storage

The table storage usage is charged by outgoing data transfer, memory usage, and the number of transactions.

1) Each tenant obtains a physical table set of its own

Unfortunately, there is no efficient way to measure the physical table size. The management API does not yield concrete measurements or consumption numbers, but only a monthly summary for a complete storage account (with several tables). To counteract this lack in tenant-specific billing, some solutions are possible, even though problems remain. First, tenant records can be counted, which means accessing the complete table. This can raise transactional costs, and performance impacts may occur. Besides, still some uncertainly remains due to unknown record sizes.

A more efficient approach is to enumerate records during insert. Then, we are able to ask for the latest record by a timestamp-query; this is approximately the number of records. However, we have no numbers for already deleted records. More cost-intensive is to maintain two counters for insert and delete operations, which doubles the transactional costs. Nonetheless, the number of records is only a rough estimation, and the problem how to compute the specific record sizes still remains.

Consequently, there is a strong need to add further tracing for tenant-specific storage actions. A modular possibility may be to use aspect-orientation to intercept operations [17]; however, we are then only able to measure accesses via the C# storage library, but cannot quantify REST calls to the storage. A simpler form is to register event handlers for inserts, which is a rather rudimentary, limited mechanism. When implementing event handlers to observe storing and deleting operations in the table storage, the event handler requires the tenantID as a prerequisite for enabling a tenant-specific billing. Anyway, the best way is to add some kind of monitoring in the application, whereby one important problem still remains: When to measure the tenant’s consumption?

2) Tenants share a common table storage

In the case of tenants sharing a table, we find the same problem as above. We have to query complete tables to count records, now for one tenant. The counting can be conducted more efficiently if the tenantID is taken as the PartitionKey. Then, calculation can be done in one partition, reducing search space and raising performance.

3) Transactions

Another cost factor is the number of transactions on the table storage. Charging 100,000 transactions with 1ct appear like micro-costs at a first glance. But investigations show that transactions could be the dominating cost factor in Azure [10]. Moreover, the term transaction must be taken carefully. Every operation to the storage, even asking for the list of tables, is considered as a transaction. Some operations can be performed in bulks; each bulk is
then a transaction. And finally, each query is a transaction whereby a continuation token is returned if the result is too large or runs too long. Then, successive queries become necessary, which are counted as transactions as well.

There exist performance counters (Azure storage metrics) which however track only the number of transactions for one storage account. This might be an efficient way to compute the overall transactions on a daily basis, but does not yield any tenant-specific information. Further, tracking the number of transactions must again be done by introducing specific tracing in order to get precise data.

4) Outgoing data transfer
The final cost factor is the outgoing data transfer (leaving the data center). These costs are presumably irrelevant unless queries on the table storage are directly performed by tenants, which is rather unusual.

C. Blob and Queue Storage

Principles and techniques for handling cost aspects for blobs and queues are quite similar to Azure table storage and the same mechanisms as explained in B can be applied. However, the queue storage consumption seems to be irrelevant since queues will usually not keep large amounts of data, unless there is some congestion in the system. The dominant cost factor will be the transactions.

D. Compute Instances

In Azure, computing power is organized by means of Web and Worker Roles, as described in Section III. The major cost factor is the number of hours a role runs. Any application can be distributed over several Web and Worker Roles. Furthermore, an application can scale out by setting up additional instances of an implemented role to handle sporadic load peaks [14] with a load balancer.

The Azure management API yields some information that can be used to monitor costs such as the size of a role (S, M, L etc.), the number of instances for each role, their status (running, suspended etc.), the starting time, etc. In principal, it is enough to poll the data when the current consumption is needed. However, we are not aware of removed instances and roles since they silently disappear from the report. In order to get notice of any decrease of instances, it is necessary to poll periodically. Some uncertainty remains as an instance can run only for one minute, being charged with one hour. This event will presumably get lost unless we check within that minute.

Generally, this data does not reveal any tenant-specific information; it just shows values of the overall consumption of a multi-tenant application. If there is a relationship between Web/Worker Roles and tenants, such a separation would be possible, however, thwarting principles of multi-tenancy. To obtain tenant-specific information, additional logging should monitor the number of requests. This kind of data is available in performance counters, but again only covers the whole application.

Please note, there is no obvious relationship between VM operation costs and how much a tenant contributes to these by measuring CPU time etc. Hence, these are only rough indicators for a tenant’s portion of usage.

E. Further Notes

It is important to note that measurements themselves could affect the costs. Consequently, there is a trade-off between collecting precise data and being cost-efficient. This basically concerns the frequency of periodical measurements, the efficiency of queries etc.

VI. DETERMINING A TENANT

One important issue for the previous discussion is how to extract a tenant, which uses the application, from the service URL. The following discussion summarizes relevant aspects. Thereby, we investigate four ways of defining SaaS URLs [18] and how to extract a tenant.

A. Using a General URL
A SaaS provider may offer a general URL in the manner of http://www.SaaSprovider.com. Each tenant has to register all of his users for the specific services with user and password; particularly, each user obtains a unique tenant identifier (tenantID). The assumption is that each user is exclusively associated with a single tenant. Using a service such as http://www.SaaSprovider.com/Service1, a tenant’s user has to log in with his credentials. A central component is then able to determine the user’s tenantID. While this implementation is rather simple, several fundamental problems are obvious in this approach.

At first, the service itself must be generic and unbranded until the user has logged in. Similarly, a tenant-specific customization can only take place after login. Before login, the service can only be general due to the unknown tenantID. As a direct consequence, it is difficult to have more than one identity provider (such as an own Active Directory). The identity provider cannot be known before the tenant is known. But in most cases, tenants want to specify the identity provider fitting to their infrastructure. Next, it is immediately visible that the user is accessing a multi-tenant application because the URL does not contain the tenant. Furthermore, there is no way to allow for anonymous users that have no account and consequently no relationship with a tenant. Hence, SaaS providers are restricted to supporting all solvent users. Finally, a user cannot have a relationship with more than one tenant unless they have different credentials.

To sum it up, although a tenant can easily be identified by picking up the login credentials of the users, this approach has some drawbacks and is unsatisfying. For that reason, we consider further possibilities as following.

B. Tenant Parameter in the URL

As an alternative to the first approach for URL design, the URL can per default contain the tenant’s name as an identifier in two different ways, for instance:

- http://www.SaaSprovider.com/tenant1
- http://www.SaaSprovider.com?tenant1

Now, the application knows immediately who the accessing tenant is, and customization can take place for a
tenant just as various identity providers are possible for authentication. Furthermore, we can observe the advantage that anonymous users are possible as they do not depend on an identifiable relationship to a tenant. Additionally, users can have accounts with more than one tenant, because their access is scoped by tenant.

Unfortunately, there are still some problems. At first, it is still obvious that this approach is a multi-tenant application, because the URL specifies a host SaaSprovider that has no meaning to the user. That is why the user cannot deduce the service, which he actually wants to use, from the given URL. Next, both of the above provided URLs are difficult to guess, i.e., users will be unable to find the application by means of ‘URL surfing’. If the user just haphazardly tries out random URLs such as www.tenant1.com/service1 or http://service1.tenant1.com, he will never score a hit, because the service is URL-invisible. It is to note that the URL is an important part of a company’s brand. Having URLs such as http://www.SaaSprovider.com/tenant1 with someone else’s host name in a URL (here SaaSprovider.com) is only a “second class” branding and insufficient for big companies.

However, identifying a tenant with an ID in the URL is possible by extracting the tenant’s name by means of ASP.NET MVC URL Routing.

C. Tenant in a Sub-Domain

A better approach is to embed the tenant identifier (tenantID) in the URL as a sub-domain: http://tenant1.SaaSprovider.com. Moreover, it is possible to apply a DNS alias to redirect the URL to www.SaaSprovider.com. Advantages of this proposal are obvious: It is still possible to identify every single tenant, whilst the URL is branded since the tenant name, tenant1, appears directly within the URL, and it is now less obvious that tenant1 is one of many tenants that are using the application. The URL can be found out with URL guessing and by trial and error.

Even the technical challenge of extracting tenants from the URLs can be solved, since the tenant is passed with the HTTP request in the Host Header, albeit it is more complicated.

D. Tenant in a Domain

Finally, a tenant may use its domain, e.g., http://www.tenant1.com. The URL can be mapped to www.SaaS provider.com in the tenant’s DNS configuration. Here, the tenant can be identified by using the Request.Url C# class.

In summary, it can be stated that tenant identification is possible for all four approaches; this is the basis for our considerations to realize tenant-specific billing. However, the approaches are characterized by different quality and accordingly efforts and costs. This has to be considered when deciding how to conduct tenant identification.

VII. RELATED WORK

A lot of research is done in the field of multi-tenancy, where also traditional aspects of distributed computing remain important. Fehling et al. come up with prospects for the optimization of multi-tenants by the distribution of the tenants regarding Quality of Service [18]. Additionally, security and privacy issues should also be regarded for multi-tenancy. To this end, Jensen et al. present an overview of technical security problems [20]. Besides, requirements for efficient multi-tenancy regarding performance or isolation are explored by Guo et al. They present a design and implementation framework to support multi-tenant services [2]. Since multi-tenancy is linked to large client amounts, economic concerns raise importance, too, as providers need to operate with high profit to remain competitive. To reduce overall resource consumptions in multi-tenant environments, [21] introduces a method for implementing cost-efficient multi-tenancy by optimized tenant placement. Also [22] puts values of utilization and performance models in genetic algorithms to reduce thereby costs, albeit, they do not concern tenant-specific billing.

Other researchers consider solutions to implement cost-efficient multi-tenancy, looking at the infrastructure, middleware and application tier, which all can be shared among tenants [23][24]. However, for fault-tolerance, one still needs an existence of the same application on different instances – regardless of the particular tier. So, if an application transparently moves to another instance, this must be traced and considered in the bill to fit a tenant-specific pricing. This problem is not considered there.

In general, providers bill their tenants in different models. The most common pricing models are either the tenants paying a fixed monthly fee, or in a pay-per-use model, where the tenant only pays for the resources he had used, or even the resources may be charged usage-based [25]. With multi-tenancy, SaaS providers’ profit may be increased, but on the other hand, one has to monitor each tenant resource usage and relate this to his monthly bill. Therefore, Cheng et al. set up a monitoring framework to trace tenants’ allocations at runtime and to observe the performance of each tenant based on the individual SLAs [26]. However, they do not provide a tenant billing model.

Bezemer and Zaidman, discuss, based on existing single-tenant applications, another aspect of costs associated with multi-tenant applications: maintenance efforts. The recurrence of maintenance tasks (e.g., patches or updates) raise operating costs and show the demand of exact planning of maintenance costs, which must be apportioned among the tenants [27][28].

Nevertheless, the profitable aspects for the SaaS providers are researched insufficiently in the field of multi-tenancy. Reflections about their balancing act between making revenue through tenants’ charges and paying for the tenants’ used capacity at the PaaS/IaaS provider are extremely understudied until now. Therefore, we came up with an overview of the remaining challenges for the SaaS providers, which want to offer their services to multiple tenants in an economical business model.

VIII. CONCLUSION

In order to save costs and run economical businesses, SaaS providers rely on multi-tenancy, albeit it is no recipe for more revenue. By building multi-tenant applications, a SaaS provider can support multiple tenants from different
organizations with shared instances, being simultaneously used. This and a better utilization by tenants through re-use may lead to higher revenue for SaaS providers.

Within the paper, we depict considerations that enable SaaS providers to succeed in balancing outgoing costs for the PaaS/IaaS resources and ingoing revenue from tenants to operate economical business. We motivate why it is necessary to monitor the detailed costs per each tenant in a more fine-granular manner. We focused on Microsoft Azure and came up with reasoning for multi-tenancy and discussed features of the Azure infrastructure. Until now, SaaS providers receive monthly bills from Azure about the past resource usage by its tenants. This is insufficient because no precise and in time tracking of tenant-specific costs is available. Although some tenant-specific costs can be determined with more or less effort, they might be expensive and lead to additional costs for the SaaS provider. Anyway, for multi-tenant SaaS providers some uncertainty about costs remains and their challenge is still to observe how much a tenant uses of a specific resource type in order to achieve high profitability.

As future work, we plan to also analyze other Cloud platforms such as Amazon IaaS/PaaS regarding its support to trace costs by each tenant. Further, we want to conduct experiments and analyze the corresponding data to give some concrete suggestions how to integrate tenant-specific billing in new and even already existing applications. We will also investigate and compare multi-tenant application built upon a PaaS Cloud and an IaaS platform in order to give an even more precise insight in cost factors. We think the PaaS version will produce more expensive bills, but will also decrease development costs than the IaaS version. Moreover, we work on adequate possibilities for application-specific logging. All this work should finally lead to a consumption-monitoring system.
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